to be a cell of marble stone - smooth and beautiful,
but tight constricted, only the upper sections

breathing and dying;

be

air corroding. Tight skinned, jagged stoicness,

C
ed
liz

movement in milliseconds beneath the ground,
earth's motion, a dance in eternal metronome

syncopation of moisture, heat, expansion, erosion,
arid air and cold contraction,

e
hees

life's cycle reduced or amplified to sensuous motion

advancing in the vastness of an in-finite turn around

the sun.

Spin again, winding, spiraling, circling voluptuous
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roundness, mass Spin to yield your name on a string
with Swiss wholly cheese

at one end, like the treasure sought by mice and men.
We have it all at our beckon call.

Cheese and Seran Wrap escape the tumultuousness of the

heavens undetected as criminal evidence on the case of
adulterations

of nature and habitats unsafe for human consumption,

no longer viable resources.

A murky grime on the edge of the rivers can be a
pleasant sit if life were to dwell there. But the
Styrofoam noodles and the bubble wrap

tap out the new songs of progress. And our lady is

our discarded society.
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